Save the Date

Heading Home presents this third annual gathering of women - a brave space conversation, led by Janet Wu, with leaders who are championing change.

Heading Home’s clients, staff, and leadership shape a women-centric story. Supporting girls from infancy, to women who are elderly, the toll of homelessness is particularly heavy for young working women, mothers, daughters, grandmothers, and children. Together we can make an impact by standing tall with those who need it most.

CASSANDRIA CAMPBELL
Co-Founder, Fresh Food Generation

ANDREA CAMPBELL
Boston City Councilor

JANET WU
Award-Winning Journalist, Bloomberg

NORA BASTON
Boston Police Superintendent

DIANE HESSAN
CEO, Salient Ventures
Sponsorship

$50,000  TITLE
- Sponsorship exclusivity
- Prominent logo recognition as title sponsor on website, e-marketing, invitation, newsletter, media advisories, and advertised during the event
- Logo recognition on front cover of virtual event guide
- Full-page tribute to women in virtual event guide

$25,000  PRESENTING
- Prominent logo recognition on website, e-marketing, invitation, newsletter, media advisories, and advertised during the event
- Logo recognition on back cover of virtual event guide
- Full-page tribute to women in virtual event guide

$10,000  ADVOCATING
- Logo recognition on website, e-marketing, invitation, newsletter, and during the event
- Half-page tribute to women in virtual event guide

$5,000  SUPPORTING
- Name recognition on website, e-marketing, invitation, and newsletter
- Half-page tribute to women in virtual event guide

Support the women of today and tomorrow

01.28.21 | 4:00-5:30 PM | VIRTUAL